
BATALLA DE L'EBRE 
Benissanet air raid shelter 
The Republican troops crossed the River Ebro on 25 July 1938. A day later, the small town of Benissanet in the region of Ribera d'Ebre was 
bombed by aircraft Franco. Near the town, the Republican army in the river Ebro enabled a step for the troops become targets of enemy 
aircraft insistent. Benissanet, threatened, decided to build a shelter under the square. According to research by the local magazine 
L'Aufàbiga, was installed in Benissanet Republican commander who ordered the construction of the shelter. Worked soldiers, who were 
responsible for digging the ground, and neighbors, most young women, who drew the baskets full of dirt outside. The townspeople did not 
work voluntarily, but obliged, night and shift workers. 
The shelter has an approximate length of 100 meters, a height of 170 centimeters and a sinuous design, probably to avoid the lethal effect 
of a shock wave. In addition, much of the cavity was lined with brick work to improve the safety of the refugee population. When the air raid 
alarm sounded, the people and soldiers for Benissanet accessed the shelter by one of the chutes. On the inside, and lit with candle light 
and carbide, awaiting the completion of the attack standing or sitting, while the little ones are placed a small stick in his mouth to guard 
against the effects of the bombing. 
The shelter of Great Font and the other two shelters in Benissanet were forgotten after the conflict, though the population knew of its 
existence. In 2006, the City of Benissanet already shown interest in recovering the cavity of the Plaza de Catalunya. Finally, in 2009, opened 
the space, which has a room which offers an audiovisual presentation on the construction of the shelter, with testimony from the neighbors 
who participated. 
Andreu Caralt interview published at the Diari de Tarragona 19.04.2009 with two neighbors who worked in the construction of the shelter 

Ayet Rosa 'was like a movie' 
Ayet Rosa, 85, worked as a youth in building the shelter, "for a month," he recalls. His shift was from 18:00 to 12:00, shoulder to shoulder 
with the Republican soldiers 'good guys'. Ayet lived, as many residents on the outskirts of the town in the area they Senia, where his family 
had a hole in the ground skills to protect themselves if attacked. Define your experiences at the center of the war front during the Battle of 
Ebro "as a movie, with aerial demonstrations of the turkey or throwing thousands of brochures from the air." Now few days ago, came back 
down to the shelter, "and it feels as if dreaming, never would have thought that would see him again." 

Teresa Bertoli 'I cried, remembering those years' 
Teresa Bertoli, 91, was one of the residents who participated in the construction of shelter Benissanet. You worked at night with Republican 
soldiers, bringing baskets and baskets full of earth hemp shelter to the street. The work was extended weeks to complete though she never 
entered the shelter to protect himself. Lived, as most of the residents outside the village, in the area of the Senia. Explain that not everyone 
wanted to protect the refuge "because we heard that Mora d'Ebre shelter had been hit by a bombardment and people had died." Bertoli has 
turned down the shelter, "I have moved and I cried remembering all those years."

BATTLE OF THE EBRO
BENISSANET AIR-RAID SHELTER, civilians under the bombs

The republican army crossed the river Ebro on 25th July, 1938. A day later, the little village of Benissanet, in the Ribera d’Ebre region, was 
bombed-out for by franquist aviation. Nearly the village, the republican army enabled on the river a step for troops, become an insistent 
objective of the enemy aviation. Benissanet, threatened, decided to build an air-raid shelter under the square. According to an investigation 
of the local magazine L’Aufàbiga, the republican commander installed in Benissanet ordered the construction of the air-raid shelter. In its 
construction they worked soldiers, who were responsible to excavate the land, and neighbors, the young majority women, that pulled out 
baskets full of land to the exterior. People of the village didn't work in voluntary way, but obliged, at night and for turns.

The air-raid shelter possesses an approximate a100 meters length, a 170 centimeters height and a winding design, probably to avoid the 
lethal effect of a blast wave. In addition, most of the cavity was covered with bricks to increase  security of air-raid shelter inhabitants. 
When it sounded the air-raid warning, neighbors  and soldiers destined in Benissanet accessed inside air-raid shelter through one of the 
entrance mouths. Inside, and enlightened with light of oil lamp and of carbide, refugees expected end of the attack or standing or sat, 
whereas adults placed to the smallest ones a small stick in the mouth to protect them of bombing’s effect.

The Font Gran air-raid shelter, under Catalunya square, and other two existing air-raid shelter in Benissanet fell in the oblivion after the 
conflict, although theirs inhabitants knew its existence. In 2006, the City Council of Benissanet already showed interest in recovering the 
Catalunya square cavity. Finally, in 2009, space was inaugurated, with a room where an audiovisual offered on the construction of air-raid 
shelter, with testimonies of the neighbors that had participated.

Andreu Caralt's interview published in Diari of Tarragona 19/04/2009 with two neighbors that worked in the construction of the air-raid 
shelter

Rosa Ayet “It was like a film”

Rosa Ayet, 85 years-old, worked when she was young in construction of air-raid shelter, «during a month», remembers. His turn was from 
six o’clock in the afternoon to twelve o’clock at midnight, side by side with republican soldiers, «a good boys». Ayet lived, as many 
neighbours, in the outskirts of the village, in the area of the sènies, where its family had built a hole underground to protect them in case 
of attack. She defines her experiences in centre of the front of war during battle of the Ebro «as a cinema film, with the air marches or the 
thousands of serials that threw away from the air». Now a few days ago, she visited again the air-raid shelter, «and sensation is as though 
it had dreams. I have never thought that would return to see it».



Teresa Bertolí ‘I have cried when remembering those years’

Teresa Bertolí, 91 years-old, was one of the neighbors who participated in the construction of the Benissanet air-raid shelter. Remembers 
that worked at night with the republican soldiers, taking out baskets and baskets full of land from the air-raid shelter to the street. The 
work dragged on weeks until completing although she did not enter never for protecting. It lived, as the majority of neighbors, out of the 
village, in the area of the Sènies. It explains no everybody wanted to protect inside the shelter «because had heard to say that the Móra 
d'Ebre air-raid shelter had been affected by a bombing and had died people». Bertolí has returned in going down to the shelter. «I have 
thrilled me and have cried remembering all those years».


